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MR. WILLIAM F. BLUHM: BillBugg is the chief actuary of American Family Life
AssuranceCompany (AFLAC) in Georgia. He has 20 years of groupexperience and
ten yearsof individualexperience. Most importantly, he was the chairof the State
Health Issues Committee after Paul Bamhart's term. He reigned over a good part of
the history that took place in the ongoingsaga of the NationalAssociationof Insur-
ance Commissioners' individualrate filingmodel.

Bob Cumming is a consultant with Milliman & Robertson, Inc. (M&R) in Minneapolis.
Bob is a consulting actuary inthe health area. Among his credits is that he won the
Part One contest as a student. He alsowas one of the editors of the textbook Group
Insurance. Bob will be talking about Minnesota health care reform.

Many of you probablyknow Morton Hess as the name on the bottom of some impor-
tant letters from the InsuranceDepartment in New York. Mort is going to talk a little
bit about the politicalpressuresand frustrationsthat he finds with Regulation62,
which is New York's monitoring regulation,and the new community rating law.
Mort's backgroundhas been with government employers: two stints with the New
York State InsuranceDepartment, one with the NationalHealth InsuranceTask Force
underthe Carter Administration,a precursorto the Health Care FinanceAdministration
(HCFA), and ten years with the New York State EmployeeProgram.

MR. WILLIAM J. BUGG, JR.: In the summerof 1988, the AAA Committee for
Liaisonwith the NAIC (B) Committee first met to considerrevisionsto the NAIC's
model for rate filingguidelinesfor individualhealth insurance. This process has now
been under way for over five years. I was a member of that committee, which was
then chaired by PaulBamhart. I succeededPaulas chairman of the committee in
1989 and served inthat capacity until 1992 when Bill Bluhmtook over. So I was a
direct participant inthe work done by this committee until last fall. It shouldbe noted
that the name of the committee was changed in 1991 to the Committee on State
Health Issues. I will simply refer to it as the "Academy Committee" or the commit-
tee. I have decided to break down the history of the development of the rate filing
guidelines into five stages:

1. The first is the development of the first exposure draft by the American
Academy of Actuaries (AAA) committee exposed in July 1989.

2. The second stage consists of the time spent discussing the first draft, intro-
duction of concerns from the regulators, discussion of these concerns, and
continued drafting and redrafting of language for the guidelines.
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3. The third stage is the period during which the task force created a working
group of regulators who assumed the drafting.

4. The fourth stage starts when the focus was narrowed to medical expense
only and the AAA committee augmented by the Health Insurance Association
of America (HIAA), Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and the NAIC prepared a new
draft.

5. The fifth stage started last December when the medical expense document
was rejected in favor of an all encompassing guideline. The task force again
took over the drafting work.

The Academy committee was asked to work on this project after the A&H reserve
standards model was revised. Many of you will remember that process took a long
time. Under consideration was a new reserving technique, loss ratio reserves. After
much debate, this concept was not adopted in the reserve standard.

However, some of its advocates suggested that the rate-filing guidelines be updated
and this concept somehow be included. No suggestions were provided as to how
this was to be accomplished. Nonetheless, the Academy committee accepted the
request to develop a new updated rate filing guideline.

Several meetings were held during the later part of 1988 and the first part of 1989.
These early sessions involved a lot of brainstorming of various ideas and approaches.
Should regulation van/by renewability clause, type of rate structure, or type of
benefit? Should separate guidelines be developed for different types of products?
Would limiting expense loads be preferable to regulating through benefit loss ratios?
Are there group products that should come under the guidelines, situations which are
akin to an individual who pays 100% of the premium. Could criteria be established
under which an insurer would be permitted to use rates once they have been filed
without getting approval?

Gradually, a structure for revised guidelines was formulated. A draft was prepared for
presentation to the Actuarial Task Force at its meeting in Cincinnati in June 1989.
The important changes include the following:

1. Scope - the scope was changed to include coverage offered to individuals
under a group policy whenever the group health insurance laws or regula
tions of the state require the benefits to be reasonable in relation to premiums
for such coverage.

2. Loss Ratios -- the loss ratios were increased to: Optionally Renewable - 65%,
Conditionally Renewable - 60%, Guaranteed Renewable - 57%, and Non-
Cancelable- 52%.

3. There was just one set of loss ratios for all products unlike the existing model.
4. No change was made in the renewability.

Along with the increase in the loss-ratio standards, there was a revision in the small
premium adjustment such that the loss ratio would be reduced for annual premiums
under $2,000.
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There was no large premium adjustment. The calculation of the average premium
continued to be based on annual mode premiums.

Optional prefiling of rates - a major addition, this provision permitted an insurer to
submit changes to rates on previouslyapproved forms.

Such rates would take effect not soonerthan 30 days after the submission,provided
all requirementsof the guidelineswere fully compiled with.

There were a number of requirements associatedwith optionalprefiling:
• Certain experience data was to be compiled annually.
• An analysisof Actual to Expected ratios by durationwas needed to determine

the need for correctiveaction.

• A regulatory liability was required to be established, the amount of which
would be equal to the differencebetween cumulative actual claimsand
cumulativeexpected claims when actual claimsare less than expected.

• In the event corrective action was indicated, a plan was to be submitted to the
Commissionerby October 1. A corrective plan might includepremium reduc-
tions, dividends, benef_ increases,or some combinationthereof.

The task force reviewed the draft and made several changes:
• The regulatory liability was made into a general requirementnot confined to

the optional prefiling.
• The annual compilation of data associated with optional prefiling was also

made a generalrequirement.

The optional prefilingprovisionwas certainly the most important dement introduced in
the draft. While the document was drafted to continuecovering allA&H products,
this one section was in effect written for inflation-sensitiveproducts which have
frequent rate increases,like major medical. If adopted and utilized, it would providea
way to get rate changes into effect quickly. At the same time, it would provide
assuranceto regulatorsthat a company was staying on top of its businessand
meeting target guidelines.

Exposureof the draft was made possibleby the Health Sectionwhich mailed it to all
its members in July 1989.

Followingthe disclosure,the second stage of development commenced with a period
of discussionand debate on varioussectionsof the draft.

The committee receivedand reviewed a total of 32 letters. A summary of those
letters was composed and submitted to the task force by PaulBamhart at the
October 1989 task force meeting in San Francisco. The comment letters expressed
many different concernsbut there were eight items that appeared in most of the
letters.

1. A lack of uniformityand consistencyin state regulationof A&H premiums.
2. That the single guidelinestructurein trying to cover all types of benefrts and

renewal guaranteeswas attempting to do too much. (They pointed out that
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much of the draft had relevance only to those benefits whose future costs are
sensitive to ongoing inflation and trends in medical costs and practice.)

3. Inclusion of some group contracts within the scope of the guidelines.
4. Specification of interest rate assumptions.
5. Regulatory liability. (Objections centered on whether or not this liability was

needed within the rate filing guidelines rather than within the reserve stan-
dards. Other comments suggested that the regulatory liability only apply when
the optional prefiling was utilized, which is the way the original draft was
written. On this point, the task force later decided to require the regulatory
liability only when optional prefiling is used.)

6. The specific guideline loss ratios and average premium size adjustments,
7. Monitoring requirements.
8. Corrective action.

There emerged several dominant issues during this stage. Some of those issues
ultimately resulted in proposed changes to the rate filing guidelines, while others were
debated throughout the various stages of development of the revised guidelines. The
scope was one of these, tn drafting the scope, the committee intended that the
guidelines cover those policies that had individual characteristics:

1. Individual solicitation

2. Individual underwriting
3. Individual pays "most" of the premium.

There was considerable debate concerning how to include those group policies that
had all the characteristics of individual insurance. The Scope section was and
continues to be a major issue.

REPORTING OF EXPERIENCE,STATEWIDE VERSUS NATIONWIDE
In the months followingthe exposuredraft, there was discussionas to whether
experiencedata shouldbe reported on a statewide, multi-statewide,or nationwide
basis. The task force asked the committee at the Baltimore task force meeting in
June 1990 to address this question.

The AAA committee's response was that a basis other than nationwide should not be
permitted unless credible. Assuming the experience cell is credible, the insurer should
be permitted to report experience on either a nationwide, a statewide, or some other
basis for purposes of monitoring loss ratio and other monitoring purposes. The basis
to be applied should be stated in the initial filing. This could be changed without
approval by the insurance department.

The task force disagreed with the committee's recommendation. Some felt that
reporting of data by state must be required; others felt that state data should be
provided on all credible cells/forms.

SUBSTITUTION OF ACTUAL CLAIMS RUNOFF FOR IBNR
Some members of the task force felt that the substitution of actual claims runoff for

IBNR should be required.
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The AAA committee recommended that the substitution should not be required in
general. However, they identified two situations where substitution of actual claims
runoff for incurred but not reported (IBNR) would be meaningful,

1. When trend factors for projecting future medical experience are based on
actual experience, then actual claim runoffs should be used in place of esti-
mated values in determining incurred claims for purposes of developing
historical trend factors.

2. When the change in medical claim liabilities and reserves is more than 10% of
the claims incurred experience being used as a basis for rate calculations, then
the beginning and ending claim reserves and liabilities should be replaced by
the actual claim runoffs.

COMBINATION OF FORMS

Combination of forms was anothertopic on which the task force asked the commit-
tee to comment. In general,the committee believedin the concept that each
homogeneousblock of policiesshouldbe self-supportingover its lifetime and that it is
inappropriateunderthis premiseto subsidizeolderissueswith newer issues. There-
fore, it was suggestedthat the combinationof forms no longer beingsold shouldbe a
function of the sizeof the blockof businessunderthe form. William Bluhm, using
stochastic modeling,determined that when the blockof businesshas declinedsuch
that the number of actualclaims in a year is lessthan 200, the businessunderthe
form should be combinedwith similarforms inthe same class.

GUARANTEED RENEWABIBTY

Concerns regardingrenewabilityarose in spring1990. Would allpoliciesbe at least
guaranteed renewable if the prefilingoption is used, and the task force asked the
AAA committee to considera guaranteed renewabilityrequirement.

The AAA committee concludedthat such a requirement would be counterproductive
reducingthe appealof the prefilingoption. The task force felt otherwise and finally
concludedthat guaranteedrenewabilityfor medicalexpenseproductsshouldbe a
given regardlessof the filingarrangements.

RATE INCREASECAPS/AFFORDABLEAND PREDICABLE

An issue regardingmaximum rate increaseswas created with the introductionof the
prefilingoption to the guidelines. Some felt that the prefilingoption would not be
supported unlessthere existed a rate increasecap in the guidelines. The task force,
concerned about the affordabilityand predictabilityof premium rates, asked the
committee to place a limit on premium increases.

While the AAA committee didnot endorserate increasecaps, it recognizedthat a
limit might be needed in orderto gain acceptancefrom regulatorsand the public.

A dynamic limit which would reflect the environmentalfactors affecting rates would
be favored; however, such an approach could not be found. What was finally
suggested was: a limit of 60% within any 12-month period, and no more than
100% within any 24-month period.
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The task force members response was that these limits were too high. Following the
task force meeting in Los Angeles in fall 1990, the task force began drafting the
guidelines, the beginning of the third stage. An A&H working group was appointed
to work on the project.

The working group was initially made up of the states of Illinois, Florida, New York,
Califomia, and Oregon. Over time, the members of the working group changed.

Several topics were discussedon a continuingbasis. Among them were:

1. Rate increasecaps
2. Method for calculatingrefunds - an additionto claimsor a reductionin

premiums
3. Higher loss ratio under prefiling.

During 1991, many important topics emerged which took time away from the effort
to revise the rate-filing guidelines such as:

1. Long-term care nonforfeiture and valuation projects
2. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) 90 medicare Supplement

changes
3. Small-group reform.

Attention did not refocus on rate filing guidelines until mid-1991 when the AAA
committee was asked to comment on a set of proposed changes to the model rate
regulation in response to a request made by the task force. Once again, requiring
guaranteed renewability for optional prefiling and caps on rate increases was
proposed.

For the first time, the task force suggested a 65% minimum loss ratio. Instead of
rejecting or accepting the specified minimum loss ratio, the AAA Committee put forth
a set of principles to aid in the determination of the minimum loss ratio, the focus of
which was expenses.

Because of these principles, the AAA committee strongly recommended that an
expense study be taken and that the minimum loss ratio be set following the analysis
of the survey. The committee volunteered to assist the task force in developing the
expense survey questionnaire.

In a response to a proposal that benefit ratio reserves be included in the guideline, the
committee stated that there is no appropriate, logical, and consistent way to include
benefit ratio reserve methodology in the rate filing guidelines.

The AAA committee prepared a survey questionnaire to be used in gathering data on
major medical expenses from insurers. The A&H working group determined that the
survey should be broadened to include all A&H lines except Medicare supplement,
long-term care, credit health, disability insurance (DI), and group conversions. The
survey was conducted in November 1991 and the results were released in August
1992. The results of the survey indicated that total expenses ranged from 36% to
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52% of premium, with an average of 42%. Unfortunately, the type of business and
mix thereof varied and the data was collected in aggregate.

At the October 1991 task force meeting, the A&H working group put forth three
major issues to be included or addressed in the second exposure draft. First, the
working group felt that all medical expense policies should be guaranteed renewable.

In situations where the business becomes untenable, the entire block could be
terminated. Second, the following caps were proposed by the working group:

Annual Over Two Years

Pre-FiledPolicies 20% 35%

Prior Approval 30% 50%

Third, the working group called for the minimum loss ratio to be set at 65%. It was
not clear whether this ratio applied to everything or just medical.

The second exposure draft was proposed and prepared for disclosure at the Decem-
ber 1991 task force meeting in Houston. Several new elements appeared in this
draft.

COMMISSION LIMITATION (NEW)
There was a new subsection that placed limits on renewal commissions. Renewal
commissions could not increase more than the increase in the consumer price index
(CPI).

VARIATION OF RATESWITHIN CLASS AND BETWEENCLASS (NEW)
A provisionthat limits the variation in rates for similarbenefitsand similar risks by no
more than 67% within a classand by no more than 100% between classeswas
added.

Distinct "classes" may be established only to reflect substantial differences in ex-
pected claims experience or administrative costs.

RESTRICTIONON USE OF PREFlUNGOPTION

A restriction on the use of the prefiling option was added. All forms of the same type
must use either prefiling or prior approval.

NATIONWIDE VERSUSSTATEWlDE, CREDIBILITY
New languagecoveringthe issue of nationwideversus statewide experience and
credibilitywas added. Once the cumulative state experienceduring the monitoring
periodreaches 1,000 or more claims,then the state's experienceis deemed fully
credible.
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RISK AND RENEWALCLASSIRCATIONS

With the introductionof the Houstonexposuredraft, there were changes to the risk
and renewal classifications.Two new classificationswere added: the nonrenewable

(NR) classificationand the qualifiedrenewable (QR)classification. The nonrenewable
classificationwas developedfor short-termpoliciesof up to one year. QR was for
medicalexpense. Ratescouldbe changed but cancellationwas restricted.

If a carrierelected not to renew any health expenseplan except as provided, the
carriermay be prohibited,alongwith its affiliatedcarriers,from writing new health
businessin the state for a periodof five years from the date of notice to the
commissioners.

HIGHERLOSS RATIOS

Higherminimum lossratioswere incorporatedin the Houstonexposure. Both QR
medicaland GR medicalindemnity were increasedto 60%. Lossof Income and
Other were increased5%. Modal Ioadings could no longerbe excluded.

RATE INCREASECAPS

Rate increasecaps were introducedwhich appliedto all rerate filingsregardlessof
whether those filingswere underoptionalprefilingor priorapproval.

The maximum rate increaseto any policyholder could not exceed 30% within any
12-month period and no more than 50% within any 24-month period.

Other additions and changes made in the second exposure draft were: (1) the
addition of combination of forms section -- the combination of forms language was
the same as the AAA Committee's proposal submitted in August 1990; (2) Addition
of retroactive clause - premium rates could be revised and filed according to the
standards in place prior to the effective date of the revised standards for a period of
two years; (3) All rate revisions and filings would be subject to the revised standards
after two years following the effective date of the revised rate filing guidelines;
(4) Any refunds of premium dividends under the prefiling option shall be treated as
deductions from premiums.

At the Houston task force meeting, the task force recommended that the second
proposed exposure draft be released for exposure with a solicitation for comments to
be received before March 1, 1992. Those comments submitted were to be dis-

cussed at the Spring 1992 Zone Meeting in Seattle.

Stage 4 started with the task force's 1992 spring meeting in Seattle. The task force
decided to limit the scope of the guidelines to medical expense coverages subject to
inflation.

The working group had a meeting in Chicago in May, and representatives from the
AAA Committee, HIAA, Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association, and the NAIC were
invited. Following the task force's meeting in Washington, D.C., the AAA committee
was once again asked to assist with drafting another document. Representatives
were: HIAA, Bill Weller and Tom Stoiber; the Blue Cross/Blue Shield Association, Karl
Madreki and Jim Swenson; and the task force, Rick Diamond.
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A letter was received from the Working Group itemizing certain concepts that were to
be followed:

1. The guidelines should apply only to medical expense coverages subject to
inflation.

2. Loss-ratio standards should apply on a "block" basis rather than a policy-form
basis.

3. Prefunding of durational deterioration would be required.
4. The definition of qualified renewability was to be broadened to:

a. Incorporate portability for Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) and
Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverages as well as that for commercials, and

b. Include a provision permitting a carrier to withdraw from the market
and not renew existing business provided such provision was to include
similar conditions as is included in the small group model, and a require-
ment that alternative coverage must be found for the nunrenewed
policyholders.

5. The rate constraint that premiums could not vary by more than 1.67:1 within
a class, and the 2:1 between classes should be included as it is included in the
small group model.

It was realized that several of these concepts, the within-class and between-class
limits, block rating, durational prefunding, and rate increase caps all address the
problem of durational rating but from a different direction. The committee was asked
to consider the interaction between the several provisions.

Also, the committee was asked to address the treatment of managed care and other
claim administrative expenses. How could they be treated as claims for purposes of
loss-ratio compliance?

The committee received a formal written request in late June and was given a target
date of early September for completion. Meetings were held during July, August and
September, and a draft was prepared by the first of October.

A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR CHANGES

The scope was changedto limit the applicationof the regulationto just medical
expense. The regulationwas intendedto apply to coverage sold to individuals outside
the employer marketplace regardlessof whether the form was individualor group, and
to small groups if there was no small group regulation.

Under QR, the insurercould not renew providedreplacementcoveragewas found.
The insurerwas prohibitedfrom reenteringthe market for five years.

Variation in rates within a class could not vary more than 67% and between classes
by 100%. Also, a rate increasefor a form could not exceedthe increasein new
businessrates by more than 10%.

A new sectionwas added requiringprefundingof the durationaleffect. This section
describedthe method to be used.
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In the determination of the one's loss ratio, modal Ioadingscould be omitted. How-
ever, reasonable constraints were placed on the value of such Ioedings.

A 60% target was proposed for all renewability clauses, the same level that was
used in the draft exposed in Houston. The expense study made by Bob Duncan on
behalf of the task force indicated that expenses for the respondents in aggregate ave-
raged 42%.

If rates increased by more than 30% within 12 months, then alternative benefits
must be proposed such that the rate adjustment would not exceed 30%. Under the
prefiling option, the limit was 20% in 12 months and 35% in 24 months. A table of
leveraging factors was included to adjust these limits for high-deductible plans.

Claim expenses in excess of 3% were permitted to be treated as claims for purposes
of loss-ratio compliance. Rules for determining such expense were provided.

The required contents for rate filings was redone and expanded. In the drafting of
this document, there were a number of areas that were difficult to handle.

SCOPE

It was assumed that smallgroup regulationwould be in effect. The document was,
for the most part, written with individualpricingconceptsin mind. Debate continued
about the treatment of associations. As written, it appliedto associations.

It was recognized that the filing requirements would be a problem for legitimate
association business. It was not likely that the loss-ratio requirements would be a
problem.

PREFUNDINGOF DURATION/M. DETERIORATIONOF EXPERIENCE

Reserve requirements were not addressed in the draft, possibly indicating that this is a
matter to be covered by reserve standards.

Attained-age rating and the cash method (typical Blue Cross approach}, present some
unique problems that require averaging techniques based on anticipated new business
distributions, both by age at issue and by calendar year.

The prefunding requirements will result in higher initial rates, but rate increases would
be moderated. The need to choose sound claim cost assumptions in pricing is not
lessened. If an inadequate claim cost table is chosen, then large increases may still
be needed.

The method does require that a claim cost table be available. Many practitioners do
work from claim cost tables, but some do not and instead work from projected ratios.

CREDIBILITY

There are contradictory objectives that affect credibility. There is the state regulator's
interest in seeing state experience which creates smaller, less-crediblecells. On the
other hand, there is the desire to look at experience on a block basis. Also, things
such as reinsurance, large claims, and small numbers affect credibility. A reasonable
approach is needed for spreading risks across as broad a base as possible.
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BLOCK RATING

The meaningof blockrating was anotherproblem. At one extreme was an approach
where all forms would be rated from one rate manual, like having a group rate
manual. This would seem to lump all forms within a classtogether. Rate adjust-
ments for all such forms would be determined simultaneously.

At the otherextreme was an approachto continueto rate by form. The rating
restraintswithin and between classeswould be viewed from a blockperspective. If
necessary, a subsidywould be spreadacrossthe block.

The A&H working group made several modificationsto the document. The loss ratio
for GR and QR was increasedto 65%. The ratingconstraintswithin and between
classeswere sharplyreducedto 20% and 44% respectively. If rate increases,
whether for optional,prefiled, or regularfiled, exceeded 25%, then benefit modifica-
tions had to be offered.

The draft was presentedat the December NAIC meeting, notingthat there were areas
that neededfurther development, such as the durational-ratingconcept, block-rating
approaches,expense reduction for efforts to control claim cost, and credibility.

The (B) Committee askedthe task force to addressseveralissues:

1. Investigatethe feasibilityof a 65% minimum loss ratiofor all linesof health
insurance.

2. Investigate the feasibilityof linkingrate increasesto some medicalcare cost
increaseindex.

3. Prepareclear and concise proceduresfor combiningsmall and closedblocks of
businesswith actively marketed blocks.

The fifth stage in the development of new rate filing guidelinesstarted at this time.
Respondingto the (13)Committee's request and feelingthat the prefundingprovision
was too complicated, the A&H working group again took over the drafting work.
Workingfrom the AAA committee's draft, an initialdraft was made availablein June.

In response to the (B) Committee's questionregarding whether a 65% lossratio was
feasiblefor all linesof health insurance,the task force simplychanged the scopeto
once again includeall linesexcept medicaresupplement, long-termcare, disabilityand
credit insurance,and to requirea 65% loss ratio with no adjustment for either small
or large premiums. New languagewas added expressingthe positionof the task
force with respect to blockrating and closedblocksof business. The task force
wants the rates for new business and closedblocksto have increases,and if the
coverage is essentiallythe same, the rates shouldbe the same. The task force
concluded that rate increasescannot be linkedto medical care indexes.

Annual rate increasecaps of 25% for medical expenseand 10% for indemnity forms
was inserted. In addition, there were some age/rate-structure constraints. Under an
attained-age rating method, the difference between ages could not exceed 1%.
Under an entry-age method, only a 15% differential would be permitted between
successive categories.
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Some arbitrary changes were made to the durational prefunding section. An amount
equal to 20% of the first-year cost plus 10% of the second-year cost is to be added
to the gross premium. Such additional funding was to be held as a reserve to offset
the durational effect.

The task force acknowledged that the draft contained inconsistencies and that some
changes were needed. However, in an effort to push forward with the project, it
recommended that the draft be exposed asking for comments by September 1. It is
interesting to note that two members of the working group did not approve the
adoption of this draft for exposure; Illinoisvoted against and New York abstained.

During the summer, the working group concluded that the draft had too many flaws.
They decided to start on yet another draft working from the current model, and
another working draft dated September 9 has been prepared. While this draft was a
revision of the existing model, it contains many of the features contained in the June
draft - the same scope, rate increase caps, 65% loss ratio with no premium size
adjustment. An NC renewable clause was added to go along with GR, QR, and NR;
it has the same block-rating language, annual caps and age/rate-structure constraints.
The prefunding rate method provisions were removed as was the durational loss-ratio
requirements. Also, the optional prefiling provision was not included.

At the NAIC meeting held this past September in Boston, the (B) Committee formed
an ad hoc group to assist in the development of the rate filing regulation; it was a
five-state group headed by Florida that included Georgia, Delaware, Maine and
Connecticut. Apparently, the (B) Committee felt that the task force needed help in
order to have a new regulation ready for adoption by December.

At the moment it is unclear in which direction the project will head. Perhaps this is
the beginning of yet another stage. The first check point will be the NAIC meeting in
December,

MR. ROBERT BRUCECUMMING: My talk will focus on the individual medical market
in Minnesota. Minnesota has passed major health care reform legislation each of the
last two years. While the individual market was not the primary focus of this legisla-
tion, there have been some significant changes for individual medical coverages.

I plan to cover three topics. First, I will summarize the reform provisions for the
individual market. Next, I will discuss some of the compliance issues that arose as a
result of these reform provisions. Last, I will cover some techniques and strategies to
help carders get their rates approved in a timely fashion.

INDIVIDUAL MARKET REFORM

Minnesota passed legislation in 1992-93 that reformed the individual medical insur-
ance market. Much of the individual market reform was patterned after the small
group reform provisions.

The reform requires that all individual medical policies be guaranteed renewable. This
applies both to new issues and renewals. All in-force policy forms that are not
guaranteed renewable must be revised. Note that the Department of Commerce in
Minnesota has interpreted guaranteed renewable to mean guaranteed renewable for
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life. (The Department of Commerce is the agency that regulates insurance compa-
nies.) Guaranteed renewable to age 65 is not good enough.

Unlike the small group market, carriers do not have to guarantee issue. This was
palatable due to Minnesota's high risk pool. This pool provides individual medical
coverage. The premium rates are limited and can be no higher than 125% of the
market rates; the pool has no limit on the total enrollment, as in some other states.

Coverage in the individual market must be portable without preexisting condition
exclusions. Persons may be subject to a one-time 12-month preexisting condition
exclusion when they first enter the individual market. If a person changes carders, the
new cartier cannot apply another preexisting condition, as long is the person maintains
continuous coverage.

There are limits on how much premium rates can vary by age, geographic area, and
gender. These limits are the same as those applied to the small employer market.

There are new loss-ratio standards, The minimum loss ratio is now 65% and will be
graded up over time.

There are limits on the growth in health care costs. These limits are not applied
directly to premium rate increases,but do indirectlyimpact the level of premium rates.

The effective date for this reform was July 1, 1993. It appearsthat many carders
were not aware of the reform, especiallythose that have closed blocksof business
but are no longeractive in the market. I have heard roughestimates that perhaps up
to three-quartersof the carderswere not in complianceas of July 1.

RATE VARIATIONS

Individualmedical coverage in Minnesota is subjectto limitationson how much
premium rates can vary. These are the same limits as those appliedto the small
employer market. Carrierscan vary rates by benefit plan and rate cell. Rate cells
refer to individualversus family, child versusadult, and so forth.

Carders alsocan vary rates by age, health status, and geographicarea. However,
these variationsare limited. Premium rates by age are allowed to vary plus and minus
50% from an index rate. So, the premium rate for the oldest, most-expensive person
can be no more than three times the premium rate for the youngest, least-expensive
person. Childrenare treated as a separate rate cell and are not subject to the
+/- 50% limit.

Premiumrates are aUowedto vary plusand minus 25% from the index rate to reflect
health status. However, renewal premium rates cannottake into account health
conditionsthat were not presentwhen the policywas issued. Cardersare allowed to
vary rates by lifestylefactors, such as smokingstatus, alcoholuse, exercise, choles-
terol, blood pressure,etc. These variations are subjectto the +/- 25% rate bands.
We performed a study of the impact of lifestylefactors on medical claim costs for the
Department of Commerce. If you are interested in this area, I would be happy to
send you a copy.
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Premium rates are allowed to vary by up to 20% to reflect geographic area. Carriers
can establish up to three geographic regions with different rates. One of these
regions must be the Minneapolis/St.Paul metropolitan area. Also, the rate for any
rural region can not exceed the Minneapolis/St.Paul rate. Rates are not allowed to
vary by gender.

LOSS RATIO

Individual medical coverage is subject to new loss-ratio standards. The minimum loss
ratio for 1993 is 65%. This minimum will grade up 1% a year until it hits 72% in
the year 2000.

TABLE 1
Loss-Ratio Standards

Year Minimum Loss Ratio

1993 65%
1994 66

1999 71
2000 72

The application of the minimum loss ratio has been changed. The original health care
reform package, MN Care 92, included some wording that required that carriers hit
the minimum by the third year. That is, the loss ratio for the first two years could be
less than the minimum. The subsequent health care reform package, MN Care 93,
deleted the year-three requirement. The intent of the new law was that carders
would have to achieve the minimum loss ratio every year.

Apparently, the local HMOs in Minnesota told the legislature that it would not be a
problem for them to satisfy the minimum every year. The reformists, who are much
more in tune with the HMOs than the commercial carriers, revised the law with the

intent that the minimum loss ratio be satisfied every year.

W'Kh underwriting still in place, if carders had to satisfy the minimum loss ratio every
year, premium rates would start out lower, but go up much faster. There would be
substantial rate increases as a block of business aged. Such rating practices would
tend to destabilize the market and result in rate spirals. Luckily, some of the regula-
tors recognized these adverse effects. As a result, the Department of Commerce
does not require that carders meet the minimum loss ratio every year. Rather, the
minimum is applied on a lifetime basis.

Some players in the market tried to get the Department of Commerce to adopt a
duration-based policy reservestandard. Such a requirementwould help stabilize the
market by encouragingcardersto levelize the durationalpattern of claim costs.
However, the Department of Commerce didn't seem too interested. At this point, I
think the concept is just too new and sophisticated.
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With regard to the application of the minimum loss ratio, there are a number of other
points to be aware of. First,the minimum lossratio appliesto boththe lifetime and
future experience. Also, the minimumlossratio appliesto both new issuesand
renewals. So, on renewal blocksof business,you have to meet the new minimum
(65% and gradingup) over the lifetime of the block.

As a result, for someold blocks of business,you may never be ableto get another
rate increase.

Say you have a closed block. The originalminimum lossratio might have been 55%,
and the actual experiencemight be a 60% lossratio since inception. You can't get a
rate increaseuntil your lifetime loss ratiogets above 65%.

The new law requiresthat the Department of Commerce perform a retrospectivetest
of experienceto assurethat carriersare meeting the new minimumloss ratios. This
test has not yet been fully defined, but the law does require that carrierssubmit
durationalexperience data. In monitoringexperience, carderscannot includethe
impact of active life reserves.

POSSIBLETECHNICAL CHANGES

The next legislativesessionin Minnesotawill probablyincludea numberof technical
changesto the current health care reform law. Possiblechanges and additionsto the
health care reform law include: (1) a specificloss-ratiocompliancetest will be recom-
mended; (2) make explicitthat the minimum lossratio applieson a lifetimebasis, not
every year; (3) for renewal business,the minimum loss ratio will be appliedonly to
future experience;(4) requireguaranteed renewabilityto age 65, rather than for
lifetime; and, (5) allow or requireactive life reservesbe included inexperiencefor
businesswith issue-age premiums.

GROWTH UMITS ON HEALTH CARE COSTS

As part of the health care reform package, Minnesota has adopted limitson the
growth in health care costs. These limitsapply to health care providers,as well as
insurers. The growth limits get more severeover time. For 1994, the limit is the CPI
plus 6.5%, which works out to 9.2%. The limit gradesdown over time to CPI plus
2.6% in 1998 (seeTable 2).

TABLE 2
Growth limits on Health Care Costs

Year Growth Limit

1994 CPI + 6.5% (9.2%)
1995 CPI+ 5.3%
1996 CPI+ 4.3%
1997 CPI + 3.4%
1998 CPI+ 2.6%

These growth limits apply to health care claim costs, not premiums. In developing
rates or rate increases,the claim trend rates need to reflect these limits. In trending
the claim experience,you also can adjust for durational effects anddeductible leverag-
ing, on top of the claimtrend limit of 9.2%.
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COMPUANCE ISSUES

We already talked about complianceissueswith respect to the new loss-ratio
standards and expenditure growth limits. There are a few other issuesthat carriers
should be aware of.

First, the rate bands apply to both new businessand renewal business. So, all
carriers must realignthe premium rates to satisfy the rate band limits, even on closed
blocks of business. As I mentioned previously,I have heard that as many as 75% of
the carriersmight not be in compliancewith this requirement.

The subscriber plus spouse rate must be two times the subscriber rate. This came
about as a result of some rating practices in the small employer market. Some
carriers were charging rates for spouses which were up to twice as much as the
employee rate for the same age. The rate variation reflected that spouses are more
heavily female than employees and females are more expensive than males. The
Department of Commerce viewed this as disguised gender discrimination. As a result,
they now require that subscribers and spouses be charged the same rate.

Another issue that came up, had to do with the variation in premium rates by benefit
plan. In the small group market, the variation fn premium rates by benefit plan must
reflect only actuarially valid benefit differences. That is, you can't load up the
premium rates for the rich benefit plans to reflect the fact that the rich plans attract
the sickest groups. The Minnesota law says that all rate restrictions applicable to the
small group market also apply to the individual market, unless clearly inapplicable. At
this point, the requirement for actuarially valid premium variations is not being applied
to the individual market.

GETI1NG RATES APPROVED

W'Rhall the health care reform in Minnesota,the Department of Commerce has
changed some of their requirementsfor filingratesand rate increases. I have a few
suggestionsthat might help get rates approved.

First,you should be aware that the Department of Commerce has hiredan experi-
enced health actuary to review all the individualrate filings. As a result,your actuarial
memorandums are probablygetting much closerscrutinythan they have in the past.
When filing rates, be sure to includeMinnesota-onlyexperienceand the number of
Minnesota policyholders. The Minnesota Department of Commerce is requiringthis
informationsincethe loss-ratiorequirementsapply to Minnesotabusinessonly.

In working with the department's health actuary, I have found a few thingsthat can
simplify and speed up the rate review process. First, includea complete rate history
showing the amount and timing of all rate increasessince inceptionof the policy
form. Second, adjust the earned premium for each calendaryear of experienceto a
common rate basis. It is not requiredto adjustthe earnedpremium, but this informa-
tion does help to standardizeand simplify the review process.

You shouldaddresseach ratingrestrictionand the impact of that restrictionon the
new premium rates. Also, the rate changes due to the rating restrictionsare sup-
posed to be phased in over a two-year period.
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The department doesn't have any formal rules on the amount or frequency of rate in-
creases. However, if you request rate increases more than once a year or request a
rate increase over 60%, you may have a more difficult time getting approval.

The following are some things not to do, if you want to get rates approved. Don't
accidentally include rate increases in other adjustments. Don't forget to adjust
premiums for past rate increases. Don't accidently multiply a leveraging factor by one
plus trend. Don't request a 40% rate increase due to rate band limits without
providing any support.

I will wrap up with a short discussion of the market reaction. There hasn't been any
formal study at this point. However, the people I have talked to are not aware of any
major carriers pulling out of the market. Carders seem most concerned about the
guaranteed renewability requirement and lessconcerned about the loss-ratio standards
and rate restrictions. The guaranteed renewability provisions are somewhat scary
because carders could be locked into any future health care reform. They would not
be able to cancel their blocks of business and pull out of the market.

If you have concems regarding the health care reform provisions, the people at the
Department of Commerce would really like to hear from you.

In terms of the future reform, there is the possibilityof community rating and guaran-
teed issue.

MR. MORTON B. HESS: As appropriate, I'll have the last word. I don't have a set of
preparedcomments, but I have taken notes about a couple of the issuesthat have
been raisedby the previousspeakersand some overallgeneral commentsabout the
difficult relationshipbetween insurancedepartments and commercialinsurersand
other insurers,and between the professionalstaff and politicalleadershipof insurance
departments. I shouldpreface all my comments with the warning that the comments
I will make representmy own opinionand are not necessarilythose of the
department.

I'd liketo addresstwo general areas that I perceiveas having a lot of potential
difficulties. I have been struck over the years with the lack of candor and willingness
to attempt to truly comply with regulatory requirements. Quite frankly, when I see an
actuarial certification, it might as well go in the wastebasket for all the credibility it
has. it's the kind that comes off the word processor automatically and is signed "We
believe this meets with all the rules and regulations of your state." I know, given the
level of intelligence and competence of the actuarial profession, most of these
actuaries either have (1) not reed our Regulation 62, (2) not read the work that was
prepared for their signature, or (3) not bothered to check whether one or the other
were actually in compliance.

It's been 20 years since I helped draft the first issue of Regulation 62. It included a
new definition of loss ratio being the present value of paid claims divided by the
present value of paid premiums over the life of the policy. I still get demonstrations of
reasonable reserves that don't even come close to that kind of a definition. It has

specific requirements for the maintenance and presentation of claims experience,
including reserves, claims, etc. All this does is create considerable delay in processing
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the file and significantly reduces the confidence that we can have in the work that is
presented by the company and its actuary.

I had to get that off my chest. As a matter of fact, we have a new problem now
because of the Committee on Ethics and what have you. Quite frankly, I see
presentations where I wonder why don't I go to the Academy and say, "Look, this is
what's presented under the signature of a professional actuary. It's a lie." However,
over the last year-and-a-half, I've had more problems with political influences in
regulation than I have with actuaries. I think this is an unfortunate harbinger of the
future of regulatory issues.

Bill mentioned all the rules that were to be put into the NAIC filing guidelines. We
have some filing guidelines, but probably because New York has tried to put an
emphasis on hiring professionally trained people to review filings. In evaluating our
filings, we try to rely more on analysis than on arithmetic. We do have rules in terms
of how often and how large of increases can be applied. We also take a hard look at
the use of claim and active life reserves that are too conservative to justify increases.
They may be appropriate for reserve cases, but they might not be appropriate for
reflecting true experience.

In terms of loss ratios and expense levels, I subscribe to kind of a corollary to
Parkinson's law, which stated that work expands to consume the time allotted for its
completion. I believe that expenses expand to consume the margin allotted for their
payment, which doesn't mean that you can increase loss ratios indefinitely and totally
arbitrarily. If most states felt that a reasonable loss ratio was 40%, a survey of
companies would show that their average expense ratio was 62%.

As a result of the interference of the political animal into regulatory issues, more and
more companies will take the path of demanding a judicial review of both law and
regulatory action on unconstitutional grounds, and I suspect that more of them will
win. Generally in New York, if a company is uniformly rated across the country, we
would probably look at national experience. Most medical policies, especially major
medical, typically have premiums that vary by zip code or some other variable and are
not nationally rated. We would look at both the national and the state experience
automatically on those policies.

In terms of combining old and new policies, while I tend to subscribe to the feeling
that each class of policy should be self-supporting, we all know that it's a common
practice for agents to rewrite their old business onto new forms if people are healthy.
Therefore, you automatically create substantially substandard experience on the old
forms, which is a variation of durational underwriting for which I believe the regulatory
agencies should take substantial responsibility.

If there is one thing that I think the regulatory agency has responsibility for, it is to
save the industry from the ill effects of unbridled competition in creating essentially
poor public policy results, specifically in the small group area. I know I was not with
the department at the time that became widespread. The actuary did recommend
that durational and other types of underwriting in the small group area be prohibited.
There was adequate regulatory authority to do that, and they should have had no
experience within a small group except for factors in the table regarding the age and
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geography. Had that been in effect, I believe a good bit of the small group crisis
could have been averted. Again, that was a political overrulingof the actuarial
judgment because some companies felt they could make a lot of money by tempor-
arily undercutting some other company's business. Instead, everybody cut every-
body's throat and now we have the Minnesota and the New York experience in
terms of limitations on underwriting.

We have had a community rating law in effect in New York since April 1. I don't
think any actuary in the department was consulted as to the form or content of that
law. We have been asked to pick up the pieces and make it work after it was put
into effect. All in all, it has not been as bad as it might have been, which isn't to say
it's anywhere near as good as it ought to have been.

FROM THE FLOOR: I've been preparing a filing for the qualified plan for the state of
Minnesota to try to bring it into compliance with the age bands. As one of those
requirements, our premiums are not to exceed a certain level of the Minnesota Risk
Ran. Looking at the rate schedule of that Minnesota Ran, it does not have the same
rating parameters set up that we were to follow underneath a qualified plan. The age
band isn't three to one. Do you know? Are they going to be changing the rates of
that plan to bring it into compliance?

MR. CUMMING: I would imagine they'd have to, but I'm not familiar with that
particular plan. Apparently, the rates for the highest age versus lowest age were
more than three to one.

FROM THE FLOOR: They were more like four to one.

MR. CUMMING: This didn't include children?

FROM THE FLOOR: Right. It was an age-17 rate versus an age-64 rate.

MR. BLUHM: I'd like to add something if I could. The Actuarial committee of
Minnesota Comprehensive Health Association is revamping this premium structure.
There were some changes brought out in the law. They haven't done it yet, but I
think they're in the process of revamping the rating structure.

FROM THE FLOOR: Until they do that, we'll be one of the 75% of the carriers
noncompliantwith the qualifiedplan.

MR. OLIN M. SAWYER: I have a questionfor Bob on the Minnesotalaw. I just
want to make sure I understandsomething. If a company has policiesin force that
can be canceledand is not interested in making them guaranteedrenewable for
lifetime, its only choice is to cancel them?

MR. CUMMING: That's my understanding. All major medical policieshave to be
guaranteed renewable.

MS. CHARLENE P. COCHRAN: We do not do businessin either New York or

Minnesota. Wrth respectto all the work that has gone on in the rate filingguidelines,
what is the outlook nationallyfor states getting on beard with that so that we would,
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in fact, have to deal with them in other states? My second question pertains to
Rorida. Do any of the panelists have an update on compliance with that new
regulation and what's ahead for in-force business?

MR. BLUHM" The NAIC has appointed the "B" Committee that is, I believe, chaired
by Florida's commissioner. Commissioner Gallagher has appointed an ad hoc actuarial
task force, as Bill was describing, to work on a separate document to accomplish
what they want to do. The Academy committee is going to be working with them.
That ad hoc group is headed by Tom Foley, who's the actuary from Florida. I guess
there is some feeling that it's likely that Florida will have a big influence in developing
whatever comes out of that ad hoc group and it will probably look similar to Florida's
regulation, which remains to be seen. We're at the front-end of the process. Does
that answer your question?

MS. COCHRAN: That's helpful. We have been studying Florida's developments for,
it seems to me, two years or more, and then finally a regulation has unfolded in spite
of what appears to me to be trouble complying with it. I was just curious as to what
the outlook is.

MR. BUGG: Yes, that is ongoing and we have a draft in late August or September.
It was different from the previous one, so you never know exactly where it's going to
stop.

MS. COCHRAN: One final comment. I thought it was adopted. I thought it was no
longer in the draft stage.

MR. BLUHM: The Florida regulation?

MS. COCHRAN: Yes.

MR. BLUHM: Were you talking about Florida?

MR. BUGG: I was talking about Florida. Are you saying it has not?

MR. CUMMING: It has not been adopted.

MR. BUGG: Yes, that's my understanding. The last document I saw was like several
others. It says workshop for meeting.

MS. COCHRAN: I like your interpretation better.

MR. BLUHM: Which is not to say they might not be using parts or all of it on a de
facto basis.
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